INTRODUCTION
There are many examples of overconstrained linkage mechanisms. One type is the one obtained by excessive interconnection of two four-bar linkages. Kempe [I] as well as Burmester [2] succeeded in doing this in different ways. Both obtained overconstrained 8-bar linkages with 2 excessive turning-joints. They took reflected-and directly similar four-bars and interconnected corresponding sides with a common turning-joint. One particular type, however, was not noticed, namely the one derived by the author at the occasion of the 7th World Congress on the Theory of Machines and Mechanisms, Sevilla in 1987 [3] . Then, the author took two random and thus dissimilar contraparallelogram linkages and interconnected corresponding sides with common turning-joints. To get this done, he first replaced the contra-parallelograms in a rigid way namely such that they got a common axis of symmetry. Then, one of them was shifted along the axis until ~, (lID, BO) became n radians. (See the obtained, relative position of the contra-parallelograms AS/~g and CRCl~ in Fig. l. ) In this position, the contra-parallelograms were said to be perspective, since apparently corresponding joints were aligned with a common perspectivity center T. (Thus, I"l AS~g ~r [] CRCI~.) To prove this it is sufficient to show that the intersection point T, defined as (AC x SR), actually joins the axis of symmetry. (Use Desargues' Theorem about perspective triangles to complete the proof.) Anyway, in this position, corresponding sides of the two contraparallelograms intersected at the points D, B, B and O of a straight-line running parallel to the diagonals of the contra-parallelograms. (See Ref. [3] .) It appeared possible to turn the intersections into turning-joints, interconnecting these two particular four-bar linkages in an excessive way.
Reobserving the overconstrained 8-bar linkage from a different angle, one notes that actually, two inversion-cells of Hart are interconnected at these aligned turning-joints meeting the property that I OPl'lOQI = constant with O-D, P-B, Q-B (and U E O). Thus, as has been shown already by the author [4] , the common turning-joints coincide with the points O, P, Q (and U) of Hart's inversion-cell, in fact, by interconnecting two of these cells at these points, one regains the combined linkage mentioned earlier. Clearly, the four times overconstrained linkage mechanism may still be used as an inversion mechanism. (Four times, if we count turning-joints for two coordinates in design.)
At this point, it becomes possible to obtain even new inversion-cells by erasing the two ternary links interconnected at the fourth point 15-U. (See again Fig. I and also Ref. [4] .) The result 
GENERALIZATION OF THE COMBINED CONTRA-PARALLELOGRAMS
In 1971, the author showed the mechanical cognation between the inversion cells of Hart and Peaucellier [5] . He did this by application of his cognate-theory at 6-bar linkages of Watt's type [9] . Note that two linkages are said to be cognated if there is a pure mechanical way to interconnect the two of them in an overconstrained way by a certain number of common turning-joints and common links. Observed separately, the two linkages must be able to carry out identical objectives in every corresponding position. (Consider, for instance, Roberts' Law resulting into three four-bar curre-cognates, producing identical curves.) In the course of his proof, the author similarly showed mechanical cognation between Hart's inversion-cell and its more generalized form, the so-called quadruplanar inrersion-cell of Sylvester and Kempe. This was simply done by stretch-rotation, being basically a similarity transformation of sub-chains and therefore a powerful tool to prove cognate theory as, for instance in the case of Roberts' Law.
The quadruplanar inversion-cell is to be obtained as follows (see Taking point O -D as a fixed turning-joint, any circle traced by P' will then be transformed into the inverse circle, traced by point Q, and conversely.
Apart from the four sides of the random four-bar, the inversion-cell is determined by 2 additional design-degrees of freedom, namely two for the random choice of S'. in the particular case for which the four-bar ABCD has perpendicular diagonals, the rigid triangles R'DC and S'DA become similar, whereas the 2rid four-bar S'D'R'D, comprised in the cell, will also get perpendicular diagonals.
(Note that, according to Ref. [8] , the perpendicularity between the diagonals of the four-bars remains true for the entire motion of the cell.) In that case I degree-of-freedom-in-design has been lost. See also Fig. 8, or Fig. 10 of Ref. [4] in this particular case.
In the very particular case for which the four-bar ABCD represents a kite and further R' = C, one regains Peaucellier's inversion-cell, also containing 6 links (see again Ref. [4] ).
PARTICULAR CASE An interesting case occurs when the perspectively-center T of Fig. ! goes to the infinite. Thus, when T = T ~. Then, all four-bars, with the exception of the two contra-parallelograms, have perpendicular diagonals (see Fig. 5 and also Fig. 8 of Ref. [3] ).
Note that once the diagonals of a four-bar linkage are perpendicular, they remain perpendicular throughout the complete motion; a proposition easily proved through the knowledge that it is possible to move any linkage-polygon, though its turning-joints remain at perpendicular axes causing each side to produce the elliptic motion (see Figs 6 and 14 of Ref. [6] , and also Ref. [8] ). (2) The obtained linkage of figure 3 looks very much alike a generalized focal linkage of Kempe. But it is not. This is best demonstrated by drawing a so-called merging figure representing a special case of Fig. 1 by which SI~ and DI~ intersect at the symmetry-axis: by disengaging the turning-joints at S,g,R and I~, and simultaneously turning the four intersection-points (AD x CI~), (BA x OC), (CB x ,~13) and (DC x !~) into turning-joints, only then a special case of a generali:ed focal linkage of Kempe is obtained (see also the merging Fig. 6 of Reg. [3] ).
DOS CONEXIONES DE PARALELOGRAMOS NO SIMILARES CONECTADAS EN LOS VERTICES DE UN PARALELOGRAMO
R~A pesar de una supuesta limitaci6n del movimiento, se pueden conectar dos concxiones de contraparalelogramos completamente diferentes de una manera excesiva con hasta cuatro puntos de gira (normales). colocados en los v~rtices de un paralelogramo. Durante el movimiento los ~ngulos encerrados entre los lados de este paralelogramo no varian, pero la Iongitud si varia aunque el producto contin*',a constante. E! superlimitado mecanismo de conexibn en general Ileva a la derivacibn de un mecanismo de inversibn completamente nuevo. Su ~lula de inversibn es una conexibn de seis barras de tipo Watt. obtenida simplemente del punte de gira conectado, eliminando dos barras conectadas con sus puntos de gira. Se puecle probar que la c~lula invertida de Peaucellier s~|o aparece como un casa muy especial.
